
Matrix of a linear operator with respect to a 
basis. 



  One can use different representation of a 
transformation using basis.  

  If one uses a right basis, the representation 
get simpler and easier to understand.  

  x->Tx.  
  [x]_B -> [Tx]_B = A[x]_B for some matrix A 

depending on B.  
  How does one find A_B?  
  This amounts to change of coordinates. 

(Coordinates are usually not canonical.) 



  Proof:  If [x]_B=(c_1,c_2,..,c_n), then 
x=c_1v_1+…+c_nv_n.  
◦  T(x) = c_1T(v_1)+…+c_nT(v_n)  
◦  [T(x)]_B = c_1[T(v_1)]_B+…+c_n[T(v_n)]_B.  
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  A is called the matrix of t w.r.t. the basis B. 
  [T]_B =A= [[T(v_1)]_B,[T(v_2)]_B,…,[T(v_n)]_B].   
  [T(x)]_B=[T]_B[x]_B. 
  If S is the standard basis, [T]_S is the 

standard matrix for T.  
  Example 1.  
  Example 2. A matrix realized as a rotation…. 



  What is the relationship between [T]_B and 
[T]_B’ for two basis B and B’.  

  [T]_B[x]_B = [T(x)]_B. [T]_B’[x]_B’=[T(x)]_B’.  
  P_(B->B’)[T(x)]_B=[T(x)]_B’ 
  P_(B->B’)[x]_B=[x]_B’  
  [T]_B’[x]_B’=[T(x)]_B’ 
  [T]_B’P[x]_B=P[T(x)]_B.  
  (P-1[T]_B’P)[x]_B=[T(x)]_B.  
  Compare to [T]_B[x]_B=[T(x)]_B.  
  Thus P-1[T]_B’P=[T]_B.  



  [T]_B=P-1[T]_B’P.  
  [T]_B=PT[T]P if B, B’ orthonormal basis.  



  Proof: P=P_(B->S) = [[v_1]_S,…,[v_n]_S] 
=[v_1,…,v_n] 

  Some formula: [T]_B=P-1[T]P. [T]_B=PT[T]P. 



  Example 3.  
  Example 4. Any reflection can be made into a 

reflection on x-axis by changing basis or 
changing coordinates  



  Suppose that  we choose basis B for Rn  and B’ 
for Rm. 

  x->T(x).  
  [x]_B -> [T(x)]_B’  
  A[x]_B=[T(x)]_B’. What is A?  



  Some formula 
[T]_B’,B -> [[T(v_1)]_B’,[T(v_2)]_B’,…,
[T(v_n)]_B’] and  

  [T(x)]_B’ = [T]_B’,B[x]_B 
  Example 6.  
  Remark: For operators T:Rn->Rn, 

[T]_B=[T]_B,B.  



  B_1,B_2 for Rn, B’_1,B’_2 for Rm.  
  U transition matrix from B_2->B_1 
  V transition matrix from B’_2->B’_1 
  [T]_B’_1,B_1 = V[T]_B’_2,B_2U-1 (*) 
  Proof: [T(x)]_B’_1 = [T]_B’_1,B_1[x]_B_1.  
◦  V[T(x)]_B’_2=[T]_B’_1,B_1U[x]_B_2 
◦  [T(x)]_B’_2=(V-1[T]_B’_1,B_1U)[x]_B_2 
◦  % Use [w]_B’=P_{B->B’}[w]_B.  



  Actually, we can use two basis for Rn as well.  
  [T]_B’,B.  
  What we used was [T]_B=[T]_B,B. B’=B.  
  So change of basis formula: [T]_B_1=P[T]_BP-1 

for P=P_B->B_1.  
  V,U=P in this case.  
  Thus this follows from (*) 


